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O utwardly, audio line
drivers seem rather simple, yet their
design can be problematic. They must
be capable of appreciable output lev
els in terms of voltage swing and/or
current levels. At the same time, they
must be well behaved into more diffi-

m

cult loads, such as capacitive lines, or
low impedances like headphones.
Meeting these requirements isn’t al
ways trivial.
Unlike video systems, audio
transmissions typically eschew termi
nated lines for transmission. There-
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fore, long signal lines usually appear
capacitive to a driver, and the con
cepts of capacitive-load (cap-load) iso
lation are very important. Such loads
demand high peak-current capability
and good linearity, with no instability
due to cap loading. And lower-impedance loads (below about 100 Q) can
demand unusually high output cur
rent from the amplifier, up to several
hundred milliamperes. These levels
can give rise to a number of associated
problems such as gain loss, distortion
rise, thermally related effects such as
crosstalk between channels, and lowfrequency distortion.
Often, single- or dual-IC op amps
are used as simple driver stages for
audio lines, usually with five- to ten
fold voltage gains. However, a simply
configured stage has some require
ments that conflict—it must drive
low-impedance and/or reactive loads,
yet it can’t distort. It should operate
stably from medium- to high-Z
sources without changes in dc offset,
noise, and distortion as the source im
pedance changes (with volume, for ex
ample). But, high output currents can
trigger thermal feedback in both sin
gle and dual ICs. If present, this can
be a problem for both dc and low-fre
quency ac signals, and generate cros
stalk between channels.
Today’s better FET-input op
amps display good dc specs—low off
set voltage and bias currents of just a
few picoamperes—allowing a line
driver stage to be completely dc-coupled. But few FET input IC op amps
do well driving very-low-impedance
loads. Some bipolar op amps exhibit
much greater output drive. But, none
theless, care must be taken about
thermal effects and other distortions,
making an optimum circuit choice
challenging.
Fortunately, a technique of com
bining the best aspects of two differ
ent amplifiers into a single composite
amplifier structure produces real
dividends for audio and other highcurrent drivers. In this case, a FET
input IC is combined with a high-cur
rent, wideband output stage. Thus,
the positive features of dissimilar,
physically separate ICs can be ex
ploited. Figure 1 shows a low-distortion composite amplifier, suitable for
drivers with peak output currents up
to 500 mA.
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quencies below 1 kHz, indicating that
thermal effects aren’t solely confined
to the very low frequencies.
Raw power dissipation capability
also is important with power-handling
circuits like the one described here. For
example, on supplies of ±15 V, U2 will
dissipate a fairly large power level of
900 mW without a signal. The power tab
package of the device should be used
with a dual-sided copper pc-board plane
area of2000mm* which provides a ther
mal resistance of 16 °C/W. This heat
sink will allow total U2 dissipations of
nearly several watts in a 7Q-°C ambient
temperature. Power-supply strategy
also is important, and the supply decou
pling shown should be considered a
minimum. Obviously, power-supply re
quirements will be in inverse proportion
to the load impedance.
When used alone (that is, without
LI), output resistor R6 in this circuit
should be 10 Q or more to isolate the
buffer from capacitive loading. For an
extra safety margin against possible
instability due to capacitive loads, this
resistor should be made as high as
feasible, such as the 50 SI shown. But
when driving very low impedances,
such as 8 SI and up, a simple resistive
isolation scheme just won’t work. In
such cases, a fixed resistor of 30 to 50
Q can be shunted with a small 3.9-p.H
inductor, such as a Miller 4608,“' Al
ternately, the JT-OLI-2 isolator per
forms a similar function in one compo
nent.3 If bandwidth reduction is
needed, this can be accomplished with
the optional capacitor Cf .
Very-low-resistance iron-core or
ferrite-based chokes may seem at
tractive for the isolator application, in
particular ferrite beads. However,
these must be carefully evaluated for
distortion due to nonlinear magnetics
when handling high signal currents.
For this reason, aircore chokes are
preferred for LI. Both inductors men
tioned have about 0.3 O of resistance,
providing reasonably-low loss for
most loads. At high frequencies, the
net impedance of the RL network lev
els off to the value of the shunt resis
tor, providing good isolation to the
amplifier. The circuit with LI is stable
into capacitive loads of at least 10 nF .
Due to the nonlinear C / V charac
teristic of JFE T input op amps, their
harmonic distortion performance can
be a function of source impedance. ’’

This mechanism can cause higherthan-desired distortion when such
amplifiers operate with appreciable
common-mode (CM) voltages, or as
followers (the case here). A circuit so
lution that addresses this distortion
provides an optional equalizing resis
tance, Rc, placed between the feed
back divider and the input to U l. The
value is chosen so that Rc, plus R1
paralleled with R2, is equal to the net
source impedance at the signal input.
This measure ensures that distortion
developed due to applied CM voltage
is predominantly CM and not differen
tial, thus minimizing distortion.
The circuit tests well using loads
as low as 10 Q, and can deliver 4.5 V
rms to such a load, with THD+N on
the order of 0.0025% below 20 kHz
(tested using the Rc value of Figure 1,
with a source impedance of about 2.7
kO). This operating point would re
flect a worst-case load impedance and
current for U2, which has an internal
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current limit of 500 mA minimum,
when used on ±15-V supplies. Of
course, for higher impedances, much
greater voltage swing is available. G3
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